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This document sets out 
the design requirements 
for the provision of new 
affordable housing by 
Housing Trust (HT).  

The Design requirements are based on 
the following Design Objectives:

01. Engender a sense of home and community
02. Accommodate a broad range of tenant needs
03. Be efficiently planned and built 

and minimise maintenance 
04. Promote comfort, livability and 

security for tenants
05. Be environmentally, socially and 

economically sustainable

The design requirements apply to all new 
housing projects undertaken by HT. 
The design requirements provide 
minimum standards for HT’s new dwelling 
construction. The design requirements 
are to be used in conjunction with:

01. Australian Standards
02. Legislative Requirements
03. Building Code of Australia
04. Housing Trust Component Schedule 

Where a conflict occurs between the design 
requirements and any Standard, Legislative 
requirement or Code, the more onerous provision 
shall apply and must be confirmed by HT.

Standards Compliance
Compliance with requirements of this brief 
must be checked throughout the design, 
construction and commissioning phases of 
projects by HT or its representatives.  Any 
issues or deviations from this brief must be 
reviewed and approved in writing by HT.

Design Requirements 
Certification
Design consultants, Contractors and their 
consultants must certify compliance to the design 
standard by providing a design statement to 
HT at each of the following project phases that 
confirms that documentation prepared complies 
with these Design Requirements or nominate 
all departures for approval by the Principal:

01. Phase 1 – Concept Design
02. Phase 2 – Detailed Design and 

DA Documentation
03. Phase 3 – Tender Documents
04. Phase 4 – Approved For 

Construction (AFC) Design
05. Phase 5 – As Built / Works As 

Executed (WAE) Drawings

Notwithstanding HT internal quality control 
processes, all consultants, contractors and 
their consultants must implement their own 
robust quality assurance and control procedures 
to ensure compliance with requirements 
of this brief and industry standards.

Purpose
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The five 
key design 
objectives 
are detailed 
as follows: 

Sense of Community
A house provides more than 
shelter and should also engender 
a sense of community. The 
ability of tenants to identify 
positively with their housing 
and to feel comfortable are 
important objectives for HT.

Diverse Tenants
Over a household’s lifetime there 
are many changes to individual 
needs and relationships. The 
number and age of occupants 
will change and there may be 
household members who are 
temporarily or permanently 
impaired as a result of accident, 
illness or recuperation. The 
dwelling therefore should allow 
for a range of life stages and 
disabilities without the need for 
major modifications or tenant 
relocation. This means providing 
housing that has a degree of 
flexibility, which meets the needs 
of people of different ages and 
mobility over time and avoids 
barriers that may discriminate 
against residents or visitors.

Design Objectives
01. 02.
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Efficient use of resources
There is an overarching 
requirement to ensure efficient 
use of HT resources to best 
meet program needs. When the 
costs of life cycle maintenance, 
disability modifications and 
relocations are taken into 
account, it is more cost effective 
to build to a higher standard than 
the usual industry practice. On 
the other hand, the need for 
affordable housing is very great 
and HT has an obligation to 
provide as many well-designed 
dwellings as resources will allow.

This means finding a balance 
between quantity and quality 
by designing buildings that 
provide the foundation of viable, 
healthy communities, provide 
for core tenant needs and 
meet community standards in 
a cost-effective manner. This 
is underpinned by recognizing 
the benefits of flexibility in 
allocations and for existing 
tenants to age in place..

Comfort and Security
Good design for living is about 
physical comfort. Comfort 
requires an empathetic 
response to design. What 
would it be like to live in this 
dwelling? A home needs to be 
both a secure refuge from the 
world and connected to it.

Sustainable
Our homes must be 
environmentally, socially and 
economically sustainable. 
Environmental sustainability 
is protecting the health, 
diversity and productivity 
of the environment for the 
benefit of current and future 
generations. Social sustainability 
means equitably meeting 
housing demand in a manner 
that promotes individual and 
community needs. Environmental 
sustainability is also about how 
design standards can target 
energy efficiency measures 
that reduce the cost of energy 
for tenants now and into the 
future.  Financial economic 
sustainability means protecting 
and improving the value of the 
asset base to ensure that in 
future decades there is scope 
to continue to renew and 
improve. Refer to Environmental 
Sustainability section. 

03. 04. 05.
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1.1  Topography

 − Consider the existing ground conditions, such 
as rock, sand, clay or wetlands. Different soil 
conditions affect the type of foundations 
and cost of construction. Avoid clay and 
wetlands due to their inherent instability

 − Consider building along contour lines, 
not across them. Site topography may 
also be irregular with some parts steeper 
than others, and the fall may lie diagonally 
across the site; these sites require 
very site-specific building designs

 − Avoid retaining walls higher than one metre
 − Balance cut and fill to reduce the amount of 

soil that needs to be removed from site
 − Consider the impact of overshadowing 

through topography. A south-facing slope 
increases the potential for overshadowing, 
whereas north-facing slopes increase 
the potential for solar access

 − Consider selecting sites with topographies 
that will minimise heat load on the walls and 
enable the capture of the prevailing breezes

 − North-facing buildings are still desirable as they 
are easy to shade through eaves and overhangs

 − Try to work with the site topography to avoid 
west-facing daytime living areas that flow 
to outdoor spaces with similar orientation

 − Where possible, choose a site with a 
topography that can accommodate north-
facing daytime living areas that flow to 
outdoor spaces with similar orientation

1.2  Solar Orientation

 − Building on an east-west axis (or within +/- 10˚) 
minimises the direct sun on external walls and 
reduces heat gain. It also locates the longest 
facade facing north, making it easy to shade

 − A northern orientation is desirable in 
all climates that require winter heating 
as it allows for easy shading in summer 
and solar heat gains in winter

 − To prevent low morning and afternoon sun from 
heating up the house, attempt to minimise 
the size of east and west facing walls and avoid 
windows in these walls unless fully shaded

 − In heating prevailing climates, contemplate the 
use of deciduous vegetation to provide shade 
in summer and allow solar gains in winter

 − High level windows can be used 
to capture winter sun and create 
stack ventilation in summer

1.3  Wind Orientation

 − Orientate the building to take full advantage 
of cooling breezes, and position landscaping 
and outbuildings to funnel breezes over, 
under and through the building. 

 − Consider positioning windows (vertically 
and horizontally) to direct airflow to the 
area where occupants spend most time 
(e.g. dining table, lounge or bed)

 − Install ceiling fans in all rooms
 − Design to maximise beneficial cooling breezes 

by providing multiple flow paths and minimising 
potential barriers; single depth rooms are ideal.

 − Consider the use vegetation to reduce the 
negative impact of cold wind in winter

01. Site Analysis 
and Streetscapes

»
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1.4  Building Separation

 − Where building separation is compromised 
or minimised, design solutions such as 
reducing the physical building footprint, 
increasing the number of building levels or 
consolidating blocks may be necessary

 − The distance between the buildings should 
allow for landscaping and outbuildings to 
funnel breezes over, under and through 
the houses and provide shade on the 
ground and on the building walls

 − Building separation and block sizes must 
be sufficient to prevent the occurrence of 
boxy and enclosed floor plans and allow for 
covered verandas and open plan layouts

 − Offset window alignment between 
houses to increase privacy

 − Sound proofing to be provided 
between common walls

 − Wall sharing in semi-detached buildings 
can lead to higher performance, as one 
wall is not exposed to the elements

 − Where possible, ensure that the distance 
between the dwellings allows for landscaping 
with deciduous trees that provide shade in the 
summer while allowing solar gains in winter

1.5  Streetscape

 − Ensure dwellings on corner lots 
address both streets

 − Consider the location of street bins, water 
tanks and utilities in relation to street 
visibility. Paved connection to driveway 
for bins (no gravel or stepping pavers)

 − Front porches and verandas, as well 
as landscaped gardens at the front 
of the dwelling improve the

 − building’s relationship with the street 
and surrounding buildings

 − Consider avoiding high fences and 
hedges along the front boundary to 
improve connection with the street

 − Ensure design accommodates for children’s 
safety in connection to the front road
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1.6  Landscaping Principles

 − Planting and landscaping can also be used 
to channel prevailing breezes into the 
building, or protecting from cold winds

 − Use species that are predominately indigenous 
to the local area, are drought tolerant, low 
maintenance, aid passive solar design, do not 
have invasive root systems or drop branches, 
leaves, fruit or flowers that may cause 
harm or become slippery if near driveways 
and paths, are not toxic or provide allergic 
reactions, are scented or bird attracting

 − The location of tree planting should 
be considered with regards to the 
adjacent lots to achieve an adequate 
distribution of canopies and shading

 − Minimise lawn areas in private courtyards
 − Planting beds preferred min 1,000mm 

wide, with paths into wider beds to 
allow for access and maintenance

 − Use trees and shrubs to emphasise 
entries. For multi-unit dwellings, integrate 
planting with entry pavilions

 − Locate garden beds within private fencing 
as far as possible to encourage tenants to 
tend beds, and to reduce maintenance

 − Raised garden beds should be considered for 
dwellings intended for aged or disabled tenants

 − Maintain visibility of front doors 
from site entry points

 − The private open space allocated to 
individual dwellings should provide useful 
areas for recreation. The dimensions of 
the private open space should facilitate 
family gatherings and allow for secure 
controlled environments for children’s play

 − Keep garden bed min 300mm away from 
building walls (moisture and termite inspection)

 − Separate garden beds from 
lawns with edging material

 − Turf to be shade and drought tolerant
 − Gradient for usable flat outdoor area to be 

max 1:20, and min 1:100 to avoid ponding
 − Maximum gradient for mowing 

is to be no more than 1:8
 − Raingardens to be designed to receive 

run-off from adjacent impermeable 
surfaces, including roads and footpaths

1.7  Patio and Courtyard Principles

 − Outdoor spaces at the front of the 
dwelling help to create street amenity

 − Consider placing additional patio 
elements at the front of the dwelling to 
reduce the overall bulk of the facade

 − In narrow sites, courtyards can be used to 
provide access to natural light and ventilation. 
Solutions must be optimised for climate: 
increasing cross ventilation and shading in hot 
climates, and increasing winter solar access

 − Balconies and courtyards should permit 
clothes drying that is not visible from 
the street or other properties

 − Outdoor spaces should permit outdoor 
seating and if possible, dining 
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2.1  Facade Design

 − Seek buildings that blend in with the existing 
streetscape by virtue of their fundamental 
structure, materials, the pattern of light and 
shade, setbacks and orientation, but at the 
same time offer a range of visual personalities 

 − Building forms should be simple, directly 
detailed, true to the materials used and without 
any complex detailing or junctions which 
have no aim other than to be ornamental

 − Avoid multiple changes of 
materials within the façade

 − Where different materials are used 
the change should happen at logical 
points, such as between the first and 
second storey, on posts or balconies

 − Material changes for no purpose other than 
ornamentation or interest should be avoided

 − The use of pre-finished materials, such as 
brick and pre-finished aluminium are preferred 
over post-finished cladding such as render 
and paint due to ongoing maintenance costs

 − Select use of lighter colours to limit 
with dirt and mould growth 

 − The entry to the dwelling should be visible 
from the street. Ground floor dwellings to 
have direct access (where possible) to their 
front doors from street or common open 
space, not via a lobby. It is important to 
generate individual addresses for tenants 
within much larger developments

 − Bathroom or laundry windows should 
not be on the street façade 

 − A covered entrance must be provided
 − At least one window from a habitable 

room should face the street to 
provide passive surveillance

 − The garage and entry line should be 

recessed from the main façade
 − The layout of internal open spaces needs to 

create a sense of place within the development
 − Private outdoor living space to ground 

floor units is to be enclosed by landscape 
elements or an 1,800mm high fence to 
obstruct visual intrusion into the area

 − Avoid an institutional appearance in 
architectural design and in the use of 
signage, ramps, letterboxes etc.

 − Ensure it is easy and logical for a visitor to 
find the dwelling they are looking for

 − All clotheslines shall be screened 
from public view

2.2  Roof Awning and Shading Design

 − Dark roofing materials should be avoided 
to lessen the impact of heat loading

 − For metal deck or tile roof provide foil 
sarking and insulation to roof 

 − Roof spaces must be ventilated
 − Increasing roof insulation over and above 

BASIX requirements to reduce heat transfer
 − Use external shading devices over openings 

and externally, in front of glass where possible. 
 − Consider shading windows with eaves, external 

shading devices, landscaping or the like
 − Minimise east-west glazing where possible 

as shading these is more challenging 
 − Gutter guards to be considered in leafy areas
 − No box gutters permitted

02. Building Envelope»
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2.3  Solar and Daylight Access

 − South-facing windows predominantly introduce 
daylight without any heat gains from sunlight

 − Minimum standards from AGC to be applied 
 − Optimise daylight in interior spaces 
 − Aim to keep direct sunlight away from 

‘task areas’ such as kitchens or desks 
 − Place Skylight and solar tubes 

to light interior spaces

2.4  Artificial Lighting

 − Artificial lighting should 
complement natural lighting

 − Avoid down lights when possible 
 − Use centralised switchers where possible
 − Consider using task lighting to reduce 

overall energy consumption
 − LED lighting to have Oyster style fittings 

with Edison Screw or Bayonet fittings 
 − Sensor lights at front door (shallow sensor) 
 − Fixed wall light to be included in backyard 

of homes, villas and townhouses 

2.5  Performance Guidelines

 − The minimum NatHERS target for all HT 
residential projects is an average of 6 Star. 

 − Ensure air tightness is achieved in the 
construction of elements to reduce/
avoid uncontrolled air movement 

 − Ventilate  roof spaces with fans or whirlybirds 
and design for condensation removal

 − Preferred use of instantaneous gas 
hot water systems in external recessed 
anti-theft box. Note requirement for 
fluing on balconies as required

2.6  Glazing

 − Consider using glazed sliding between 
indoor and outdoor spaces

 − Where possible, avoid excessively 
large aluminium frames

 − Aim to minimise eastern glazing, and 
omit/minimise western glazing

 − Carefully size and orientate windows 
to avoid overheating. Minimise 
western glazing where possible

2.7  Windows and Doors

 − Where possible, align doors and windows 
to promote cross ventilation

 − All inhabitable rooms to have 
an openable window

 − Skylights are permitted to corridors and 
bathrooms, however a window is preferred

 − Seal thoroughly against draughts 
and use entry airlocks

 − Windows to be fitted with locks that allow the 
window to be locked in restricted openings, 
of 50mm to a maximum of 120mm

 − Ground level dwellings to include 
crim safe screen door. 3 point locking 
mechanism to be avoided

 − The window sill to all bedroom windows 
is preferred at 600mm AFFL where 
consistent with BCA provisions
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3.1  Car Parking

 − Restrict the use of underground parking 
in multi-unit developments to high-value 
sites or to sites with potentially high yield

 − The minimum provision is a single lock 
up garage or secure basement

 − Single garages are to include additional 
storage in lieu of a storage shed

 − Width of the garage door is limited 
to 50% of the front façade

 − Garage door should be simple and plain-
coloured, and should be in keeping or 
recessive to the facade palette

 − Garages to be made wider for 
adaptable dwellings 

 − The garage portion of the dwelling is to 
be set back from the building line

 − The garage is to be set back a minimum of 
5.5m from the boundary to allow sufficient 
space for a car to park on the driveway

 − Double car garages are only permitted 
in lots of 12.5m or wider

 − Single fronted tandem garages 
should be used in narrower lots

 − Garage doors to be automatic 
 − External parking to be signposted with 

unit number, or visitor parking
 − For basement parking, electrically 

operated commercial grade open 
grille aluminium roller shutter door or 
cantilevered sliding gate required 

 − Basement parking to be completed 
with fair face block work to car 
park, painted around lobbies

 − One parking space to be allocated for Housing 
Trust representatives, including staff, trades 
and site contractors if space permits

 − A communal car washing bay with 
power and water should be provided

 − Electrical car charging points 
to be included if possible

3.2  Driveways 

 − Carpark materials shall be concrete 
with a design life of at least 10 years

 − Line marking or alternate paving materials shall 
be provided to delineate pedestrian walkways

 − Driveways to be centred on garages
 − Driveways to be graded so that surface run-

off flows into adjacent garden beds or lawns 
rather than directly into street gutter

 − Driveway finish to be broom finish 
concrete, colour and format to 
complement the dwelling character 

 − Resident, Visitor and Disabled Parking to be 
clearly identified through appropriate signage 

3.3  Pavement

 − Paths minimum 800mm wide. Landings 
to be a minimum of 1.2m long

 − Paths to be graded to adjacent garden 
beds or lawn for passive irrigation

 − Minimum standard to be concrete, with slip 
resistance to meet Australian Standards

 − No gravel, pebble based or other uneven 
surface pavements to be utilised 

 − Continuous paved path of travel to be provided 
to rubbish bins, services, and clotheslines

03. External Areas - 
Size and Function

»
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3.4  Retaining Walls

 − Maximum height 900mm unless absolutely 
required due to site constraints

 − Walls over 900mm high must 
have integrated balustrades

 − Walls over 450mm high adjacent paths 
of travel and habitable areas must have 
a Safety in Design assessment and may 
also require integrated balustrades

 − Avoid retaining walls to front boundary 
of lots in favour of landscaped 
batter (maximum grade 1:4)

 − Retaining walls to be constructed split face 
blockwork or precast concrete sleepers. 

3.5  Lawns

 − Minimum area 3m x 3m, avoid installing 
narrow lawns with  no useable amenity

 − Preference for level turf areas for useability 
and maintenance, avoid steep grades

 − Locally proven drought-tolerant 
species to be specified

 − All lawns to be edged to garden beds
 − Lawn to be designed into spaces 

with sufficient sunlight exposure 
 − No permanent irrigation system unless 

required by local authorities
 − Drainage to lawns to be provided via 

grated drains sited in adjacent garden 
beds, not subsurface aggregate lines

3.6  Planting

 − Maximum mature height 1m to within front yard
 − Maximum mature height 3m to 

side setbacks and back yards
 − No climbing plants to walls or fences
 − No plants which will require ongoing trimming 

or shaping to maintain pathway clearances
 − Use plants with naturally 

compact growth habits
 − Layer plants appropriately within all garden beds
 − Trees shall not be planted within 1m of 

boundaries or pavements nor 3m of dwellings
 − Trees shall not be planted within 

1.5m of underground services
 − Preference for species with foliage 

which permits filtered light as 
opposed to dense canopies 

3.7  Letterbox

 − Letterbox to be designed to sit adjacent main 
entry path off street address, at front boundary

 − Style and colour to be designed to complement 
the dwelling and/or community identity

 − Provide a stepping paver to the back of the 
letterbox for access, or extend the pathway 
min 800x800mm to the back of the letterbox

 − Letterboxes to be lockable 
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3.8  Fences/Balustrades

 − Maximum height 1.8m to rear 
and side boundaries

 − Maximum height 1.2m between front 
yards of neighbouring lots (fence may 
step or taper down from 1.8m)

 − Gates to be provided to all side fence 
returns, gates shall be 1.8m high and 
designed to match the fence

 − Generally, one gate only required 
per lot to access bins. 

 − Fence finishes to be prefabricated metal with 
no ‘spear points’ where impaling is possible

 − Balustrades to be minimum height to be 1100 
mm above FFL with no horizontal elements 

3.9  Clotheslines

 − Clotheslines to be sited for minimal 
visual impact, ideally in side setbacks

 − Site away from useable outdoor 
amenity i.e lawns or courtyards

 − Install clotheslines over paved surfaces 
with minimum standard to be concrete

 − Clotheslines to be designed to be 
minimum 1m clear of any obstructions

 − Individual full size clotheslines preferred 
over common lines if Council approved 

 − External dwelling clothes line length must 
be minimum 7m for 1 bedroom dwelling, 
19m for two bedroom dwelling and 37m 
for 3 or more bedroom dwellings

3.10  Utilities

 − Ensure the location of services and 
utilities are close to areas of main use 

 − Consider screening to services and 
utilities where they are visible from living 
spaces or covered outdoor areas

 − For villas, townhouses and ground floor 
apartments, all external taps are to be located 
within the dwelling’s private open space. No 
water taps on balconies above ground level 

 − Common area tap (with restriction) to be 
provided for Housing Trust maintenance team

 − Common area meters, pump rooms, 
service areas or other to be clearly 
accessible via common areas

 − Hydraulic fixtures to include a condensate 
collection point in accordance 
with council requirements 

 − All units to be individually metered for 
electricity, water and gas. Electrical sub board 
must also be located within each unit

 − Service riser’s pipes / ducts from units 
above must be encased to provide 
acoustic and fire separation

 − Embedded Infrastructure solutions to be 
included for dwellings of 20 or more
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4.1  Bedroom Principles

 − Bedroom sizes need to be 3m x 3m, excluding 
wardrobes (refer to ADG standards)

 − Built-in wardrobes must be 
provided in all bedrooms

 − Provide double GPOs in logical positions for 
the future provision of furniture and fixtures

 − The master bedroom must have sufficient 
space for a least a queen bed and side tables

 − Other bedrooms must accommodate at 
least a king single bed and two side tables

 − All bedrooms must have space for either 
a desk, a chair or a chest of drawers

4.2  Kitchen  Principles

 − Kitchens should be located in 
close proximity to a window

 − Where possible, kitchens are to have 
a view to the primary rear yard

 − Bench tops to be laminated with 
laminate kickboards. Laminate finish to 
doors, drawers and exposed panels / 
edges with HMR melamine interior 

 − Provide microwave oven space 
(nom. 500 deep) below bench

 − Drawers with cutlery insert to top drawer
 − Allow space 1000w x 1800h for fridge
 − Storage to include drawers and 

cupboards below benches and cupboards 
above all benches against walls

 − Where provided, appliances are to 
be as per Housing Trust’s approved 
schedule of fixtures and fittings

4.3  Living Area Principles

 − The lounge area should be integrated with 
the dining/ meals area and kitchen in an 
open plan arrangement wherever possible

 − Lounge areas must be large enough to 
accommodate an entertainment unit, a coffee 
table and lounge seating and have sufficient 
wall space free of windows and doors

 − For residences with 4+ bedrooms consider 
accommodating a family room

 − The location of the family room should allow for 
visual connection from the primary living area

 − Primary living areas should open up to the 
outdoor covered area and rear yard

4.4  Bathroom Principles

 − Towel rails are to be double. 2+ bedrooms 
to have 2 x double rails dwellings

 − Baths are to be included in the main 
bathroom for 3+ bedroom dwellings

 − The bathroom vanity is to have a hand 
basin and storage cupboards underneath 
and a cabinet above if possible

 − Locate shower cubicles in the corner 
for future installation of grab rails

 − All showers to have no bounding hob 
with minimal change of floor levels

 − All bathrooms are to be ventilated with 
extraction fans switched separately to 
lighting. Where possible vent externally 

 − 2 in 1 heat and light to be provided 
 − Where possible a decent size basin is to be 

provided where there is a separate toilet. If 
one cannot be provided, ensure adjacent 
access to a hand basin in a laundry

04. Internal Areas  
- Size and Function

»
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 − Walls around the shower, bath (if provided) and 
toilet should be reinforced to provide a fixing 
surface for the future provisioning of grab rails

 − The fastenings, wall reinforcement 
and grab rails combined must be able 
to withstand 1100N of force applied in 
any position and in any direction

 − The walls around the toilet, bath and shower 
recess are to be reinforced by installing 
noggings with a thickness of at least 25mm

 − Glazed ceramic tiles to all walls - half height
 − Separate toilet to have skirting tile only 
 − Ensure manoeuvrability in adaptable 

properties and with shower screens that 
can be removed with ease if necessary

 − Combine laundry and bathroom to one large 
room if design allows in smaller dwellings 

4.5  Laundry Principles

 − The bench is to have a dimension of 
600mm x 600 clear of the sink

 − Allow for 800 clear width for the washing 
machine with no bench over

 − The laundry is to have direct access to the 
outside and the drying area is preferred 

 − Allow for extraction fans, switches separately 
to lighting. Vent externally if possible  

 − Allow natural light from outside and an 
openable window where possible

 − Glazed ceramic tiles to splash back 
of sink and washing machine

 − Structural provision and support 
bracket for future dryer  installation

4.6  Internal Storage

 − A linen cupboard is to be provided
 − Consider utilising the space under internal 

stairs for additional storage is applicable 
 − Broom cupboard / tall cupboard must be 

provided. Consider adjustable shelves

4.7  Minimum Dimensions

Liveable area
Private  
Open Space Bathroom

Studio 40 sqm 8 sqm Single
1 bedroom 58 sqm 8 sqm Single
2 bedroom 80 sqm 10 sqm Single
3 bedroom 105 sqm 12 sqm Single plus 

sep. toilet
4 bedroom 125 sqm 14 sqm Single

4.8  Furniture Arrangements

 − Furniture arrangements are to be indicated 
on sketch plans to indicate at least one 
way the dwelling could be furnished
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5.1  Natural Gas

 − Natural gas services shall be provided to each 
residential dwelling via an individual utility 
billing meter installed within a dedicated meter 
cabinet accessed from a common area

 − Gas valve to be included in 
courtyards and balconies  

5.2  Water requirements

 − Potable cold water services shall be 
provided to each residential dwelling 
via an individual utility billing meter 

 − Minimum 4-star WELS tap aerators and WC
 − Minimum 4-star rated WELS shower heads
 − Separate mains potable 

connection to each dwelling
 − Provide rainwater harvesting with first 

flush device drained to stormwater
 − Harvested rainwater to be connected 

to common area garden taps only
 − No bladder tanks permitted
 − Premium pumps to be used
 − Hot water shall be via instantaneous 

gas systems. Ground floor dwellings 
to be fitted with anti-theft device

 − Heat and energy loss must be minimized 
by installing adequate insulation on all hot 
water supply pipework and by locating 
hot water units in the vicinity of areas 
with greatest demand where possible.

 − Hot water delivery to be maximum 50 degC

5.3  Telecommunications

 − All residential dwellings shall be provided 
NBN telecommunication infrastructure for 
connection dependent on utility provider 
requirements. NBN location and dimension 
as per the requirements by the service 
provider with preferred location to be 
within wardrobe of secondary bedroom

 − All requirements for connection shall be 
provided as part of the project delivery 
and adequate spatial provisions shall be 
provided for Network Termination Devices 
(NTD) for future NBN connection

 − Phone port to be installed in living area
 − Cabling to be installed to operate smart 

home capabilities e.g. electric blinds   

5.4  Mechanical services
Services are limited to extraction and associated 
works of the following specified areas:

 − Bathroom and Laundry Extraction
 − Garbage Room Extraction
 − Provision for air handling / extraction 

for basements (if required)
 − No air conditioning is provided as part 

of the standard HT delivery model
 − Toilet exhausts shall be separate to the light 

switch  unless otherwise specified per BASIX
 − Laundry exhaust systems shall be 

manually controlled via a local on / off 
switch with a run light indicator unless 
otherwise specified per BASIX

 − Garbage extraction shall operate 
24 hours by seven days unless 
otherwise specified per BASIX

05. Building Services 
Design Principles

»
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5.5  Vertical Transport

 − A lift are required for developments exceeding 
two stories in height (ground floor plus 1 above)

 − Lifts shall be designed to enable the 
passage of stretcher for emergency 
services access to all levels

 − The lifts shall be located in a central location 
where surveillance from the entry is possible

 − Lift call buttons should be uniformly 
located to assist persons with low vision

 − The lift cars shall be fitted with 
fixing points for lift protection 

 − Stainless steel plates on corner of lift entry  
 − • All lifts shall be fitted with a Schindler 

Ahead TeleAlarm wireless (4G or 3G) 
system to avoid the need for reliance on 
NBN connections. TeleAlarm to go back to 
Electro lift for monitoring or the provider 
the Housing Trust is using at the time

5.6  External Lighting

 − Solar lighting to be used where possible
 − LED lighting for all external 

common area lighting
 − Pole or wall mounted energy efficient 

luminaires with good colour rendering 
 − External lighting is to be vandal resistant, 

energy efficient and minimise glare 
 − All external lighting is to be provided 

at the lowest level to meet amenity 
and security requirements 

 − If Bollard lighting is used, heavy duty 
products to be fabricated and cemented in

 − External lights should not be directed 
beyond the lot boundary 

 − LED lighting for all emergency 
lighting applications

 − Emergency luminaires and 24/7 non-
emergency luminaires (including car parks)

 − LED with inbuilt movement sensors 
that provide low level lighting 
when areas are unoccupied
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5.7  Plumbing & Drainage

 − Gravity sanitary plumbing and drainage 
must be provided for all developments

 − Modified venting systems using relief, 
group and branch vents must be installed 
for combined spoil and waste stacks

 − Air admittance vales (AAVs) must not 
be installed on any sanitary drainage 
or trade waste drainage pipework

 − Pipework must be concealed in accessible 
plumbing ducts and ceiling spaces

 − Floor wastes must be installed in all bathrooms, 
WC’s and laundries. Floor waste grates must 
be 100mm minimum internal diameter 
with removable chrome plate brass grate

 − 5.8  Rainwater Harvesting & Re-Use
 − Rainwater re-use systems must collect 

rainwater from building roof areas only 
and store the water in a dedicated 
rainwater re-use tank separate to any 
On Site Detention (OSD) storage.

 − Stormwater collected from trafficable 
balconies, hard surfaces external to the 
building (except roof area) and water 
collected from sub-soil drainage must not 
be connected to the rainwater re-use tank.

 − If required for BASIX requirements, potable 
cold-water supply mains may be connected 
to the re-use tank for use during periods 
of low rainfall. This supply if provided must 
be connected to the reuse tank with an 
appropriate air gap and be protected by a RPZD

 − Internal access to rainwater storage tanks 
must be provided to allow for cleaning

 − Underground tanks not permitted

5.9  Stormwater & Subsoil Drainage

 − Eaves gutters shall be sized to 
drain a 5% AEP storm event

 − Syphonic drainage is not permitted
 − Subsoil drainage lines are to be provided 

at the base of all retaining walls and all 
stormwater pits. Capped flushing points 
must be provided for all subsoil drains at 
the end of each pipe, at maximum 30m 
spacing’s and at all changes of direction

5.10  Fire Services 

 − Fire Services will comply with all current 
Australian Standards as required.  A Fire 
Safety Schedule and initial Annual Fire 
Safety Statement will be provided to 
Housing Trust at the time of completion 

5.11  Garbage Rooms

 − No garbage compaction is permitted
 − Pathway for putting out / bringing 

in bins shall be separate from main 
building entries and driveway

 − Floor sealed with two-pack epoxy with 
corners coved and sealed to 100mm

 − Walls and ceiling to be prepared, primed and 
painted with premium water based semi-
gloss paint unless an epoxy finish is required

 − Hot and cold potable water supply with 
mixing facility and secure hose cock

 − Sufficient space for bin washdown
 − Floor waste discharging to sewer
 − Mechanical ventilation discharging to rooftop
 − Sensor lighting
 − Automatic odour and pest control system
 − All doors to be hinged and self-closing
 − Childproof access
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5.12  General

 − Dedicated risers must be provided throughout 
the building for each building service system, 
i.e. mechanical, electrical, communications, 
hydraulics, wet fire services, dry fire services, 
security. Risers must be aligned vertically

 − Plant rooms must only be accessible from 
common areas where practical rather than 
through occupied spaces such as corridors 
or common areas to avoid disruption.

 − Any access points shall be located 
away from dwelling entries or building 
entry points to avoid disruption.

 − Corridor ceiling space is the preferred 
location for services distribution – 
ducts, pipe work, cabling, etc.

 − Building services must be contained within 
ceiling space, wall cavities or ducted skirting

 − Services must be located in accessible risers 
spaces with lockable doors and hatches 

 − All wiring and cabling must be concealed 
and services must not be  chased

 − Emergency valves and switches 
must be accessible from common 
areas not private dwellings
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 − Each dwelling to be keyed individually 
 − Each dwelling windows set 

should be keyed the same
 − All service areas shall be keyed using 

the HT Services Abloy key system
 − All service areas should be provided with 

utility authority overrides. Service Area 
Abloy code is available from Housing Trust

 − All roof areas (apart from common open 
space areas) are to be restricted to access 
from tenants. A common roof area Abloy 
key which should be fitted to any access 
point onto a restricted roof area

 − Hydrant pump room and FIP (if required) 
to be on a Fire Brigade 003 key

 − Multi story apartments without 
direct access to street level shall be 
provided with a video intercom 

 − All access control units shall be supplied 
with a battery backup that provides a 
minimum of 8 hours redundant supply in 
the event of a mains power failure. Battery 
only powered devices are not permitted

 − Front foyer and lift access to be 
controlled by a FOB security system

 − Where multiple towers exist on a site, 
each tower to have its own FOB

 − An area for lock box for residents to 
be provided in a  general location

 − Carpark entry points are to be 24/7 secure 
fail-safe systems accessed via electronic 
access control with fire trip over ride

 − Fire stairs are to be keyed in a manner 
that permits tenants of each floor to gain 
access to only the floor they reside 

 − Front door, back door and door 
screens to be keyed the same

 − Unit numbering to be obvious and reflective 
at night in multi dwelling properties   

06. Security »
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7.1  Adaptable Housing (AS4299)

 − HT aims to deliver a minimum of 25% of all new 
dwelling construction as adaptable housing 

 − That housing be designed and 
constructed in a way that satisfies 
the performance requirements for 
persons with accessible needs

 − That housing is designed in such a way that 
later alterations to suite individual requirements 
will be achievable at minimal extra initial cost

 − That housing be designed in such a 
way that it will easily adapt to suit the 
widest range of lifetime needs

 − The initial design will allow for an accessible 
path of travel to the living room and toilet

 − Ensure adaptable properties are 
located on ground floor

 − Widen doorways to a minimum of 1000mm 
and use cavity sliders to ensure more space

7.2  Liveable Housing Design Guidelines

 − HT is required to deliver all dwellings to a Silver 
Level performance level in accordance with 
the Liveable Housing Design Guidelines

 − Light switches should be positioned in a 
consistent location, between 900mm – 
1100mm above the finished floor level; 
and horizontally aligned with the door 
handle at the entrance to a room

 − Power points should be installed not lower 
than 300mm above the finished floor level

 − Doorways should feature lever or 
D-pull style door hardware; and

 − Basins, sinks and tubs should feature 
lever hardware with a central spout

Note: Refer to the latest version of the Liveable 
Housing Design Guidelines for exact specification 
requirements. Where an inconsistency 
exists between the Liveable Housing Design 
Guidelines and this specification, the Liveable 
Housing Design specification shall prevail.

07. Universal Design»
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8.1  General

 − Rendered / painted external 
surfaces to be minimised

 − Maintenance of painted areas should not be 
dependent on solutions such as scaffolding

 − Mould inhibitor to be used in wet areas
 − The slab shall be set down in all wet areas 

to ensure a level floor finish between 
the wet and adjacent habitable area

 − Balconies for adaptable dwellings should 
also have a double rebate detail to 
allow minimal change between internal 
and external finish floor levels

 − Chasing in single skin masonry 
party walls is prohibited

 − A DPC shall be installed to separate the 
timber frame from the concrete slab

 − Skirting to be Timber (not MDF)
 − Architraves to windows - 67 x 18 mm 

(nom) timber architrave (not MDF).
 − Tiled sills and reveals to wet area windows
 − Cornices preferred rather than square set
 − Service hatch required for underground 

water tanks to change out valves etc 
 − Entrance lobbies to be made of 

hardened material or brick 

8.2  Doors

 − Door frame and door leaf (corridor side) shall 
provide at least 30% luminance contrast 
to the adjacent wall as per AS1428

 − Internal room doors to be a hollow core 
non MDF door with prefinished face 

 − Wet area doors to have 
waterproof plywood face

 − Fire rated door to be a solid core non MDF 
door (tagged) with prefinished face 

 − Entry door to have one way security 
viewer mounted on centre line of 
door at 1440mm AFFL and provide 
draft excluders to all sides of door

8.3  Lighting 

 − Oyster lights fitting using replaceable 
LED bulbs preferred

 − LED wall mounted lights preferred for 
balcony potentially with >3m fall

 − LED light fittings with a motion sensor is 
preferred for common and service areas.

 − All light fittings to suit project 
ESD requirements

8.4  Floor Coverings 

 − Kitchen, Dining and living areas to be Vinyl 
Waterproof 2mm wide board planks 

 − Bedrooms are modulated loop woven 
synthetic with 8mm underlay

 − Wet areas to include Glazed Porcelain 300 x 
300 R10 rating and external areas are to be 
glazed porcelain 450x450 R11 rating tiles

08. Common 
Construction Elements 

»
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8.5  Wardrobes 

 − Robe to be full height
 − The doors to the robe are to be 

sliding and fully framed
 − Aluminium frame to be powder 

coat finish. No mirrors 
 − Internal construction may be 

16mm white melamine
 − Provide adjustable shelf unit in lieu of drawers
 − Provide 1200mm wide hanging section. 

Shelf above hanging rail at 1800mm AFFL
 − Provide storage above hanging 

rails shelf to ceiling

8.6  Television points 

 − One point to be included in main 
living area and main bedroom

 − Provision included for Pay TV 
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09. Warranty Periods

25  years  − Metal roofing

20 years  − Sub-grade and membrane waterproofing 
external areas and roofing

15 years  − Pre-cast concrete façade panels
 − Concrete structure

12 years  − Aluminium curtain walls, windows, doors 
and associated glass and sealants

 − Metal cladding systems
 − Glazing – structural system

10 years  − Glazing – door system
 − Internal aluminium windows and doors
 − Termite protection
 − Wet Area waterproofing membrane
 − Balustrade systems
 − Sealants – Fire rated

7 years  − Carpet and Underlay
 − Vinyl flooring
 − Exposed Steelwork painting
 − Powder coat finishes

5 years  − Sanitary fixtures and plumbing items including flushers
 − Roller shutters
 − Door hardware
 − Roof mounted safety lines and harnesses
 − Structural steel fabrication
 − Electrical –Generators and UPS
 − Electrical – Emergency and Exit Lighting

»
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2 years  − Joinery benches and cupboards
 − Timber doors
 − Roads and External Pavements
 − Vertical Transportation – Lifts
 − Hydraulics – Cold/ Hot Water System
 − Hydraulics – Gas Reticulation System
 − Hydraulics – Sanitary Plumbing and Drainage
 − Hydraulics – Sanitary Fixtures and Fittings
 − Fire Services – Fire Detection System 

including FIP, EWIS, Fire alarms   etc.
 − Fire Services – Hydrant and Hose Reel System
 − Fire Services – Sprinklers System

1 year  − Plastering (Hard and Board)
 − Mirrors
 − Internal Walls and Finishes
 − Electrical – Power Supply
 − Electrical – Lighting
 − Electrical – Switchboard and Metering
 − Mechanical – Air Handling and Central Plant Components
 − Mechanical – Ventilation
 − Mechanical – Reticulation
 − Communications – Intercoms
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10. Operating, Warranty 
and Maintenance Manuals

Development 
documentation

 − Contactor & 
Sub Contractor 
Contact Details

 − Maintenance Plans (1,3,6 
and 12 month plans)

 − Occupation Certificates
 − BASIX Certificates

 − Approved For 
Construction 
(AFC) Drawings

 − Works As Executed 
(WAE) Drawings

 − Alternate Solutions

Certifications  − Engineering Certificates
 − Hydraulic Certificates
 − Structural Concrete
 − Roof Trusses (if required)
 − Retaining Walls
 − Electrical Certificate
 − Mechanical Ventilation

 − TV Antenna Installation 
(Certificate of Guarantee 
of Strength)

 − Plumbers & Drainage 
Certificate

 − PV Installation
 − Stormwater

Fire Certificates  − Fire Certificates
 − Fire Rating of Walls
 − Fire Rating of 

Joint Sealant

 − Smoke Alarms
 − FIP
 − Fire Dampers

General Certificates  − Building Certificates 
– BCA Compliance

 − Sound Ratings – 
Walls & Ceilings

 − Landscaping
 − Wet Area Waterproofing
 − Roofing
 − Tiles & Slip Resistance

 − Carpet
 − DDA / AS1428
 − Joint Sealant
 − Aluminium Windows 

& Doors
 − Termite Protection
 − Shower Screens
 − Painting

»
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Tenant instructions 
manuals (Provide 
individual unit manual) 

 − Oven
 − Rangehood
 − Cooktop

 − Water heaters
 − Intercom / access control
 − Roller door / carpark entry

Operation Instructions  − Key Schedule
 − Smoke Detectors
 − Appliances
 − Termite Protection
 − Paint Finishes

 − Sanitary Items
 − Water Heaters
 − Rainwater Tanks & Pumps
 − Windows
 − Garage Doors / 

Roller Doors

Guarantees & Warranties  − Waterproofing
 − Aluminium windows 

and doors
 − Garage / Roller Doors
 − Roofing & Gutters
 − Wall Insulation
 − Insulation
 − Sky Domes / Sky Lights
 − Shower Screens
 − Toilets / Basins
 − Carpet
 − Tiles
 − Termite Protection
 − Thermostatic Mixing 

Valves (TMVs)

 − Clothes Lines
 − Smoke Alarms
 − FIP
 − Fire Safety Systems
 − Fencing
 − Handrails
 − Painting
 − Joinery
 − Water Heaters
 − Rainwater Tanks 

and Pumps
 − Appliances and 

white goods
 − Intercom
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“It’s human nature to 
want to have a place to 
belong and call home.”
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